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Abstract. For solving the All Pair Similarity Search (APSS) problem efficiently, this paper
provides a maximum dimension partitioning approach to effectively filter non-similar pairs in
an early stage. At first, for each data point, the dimension with the maximum value is used to
decide the corresponding segment of data partition. An adjusting method is designed to balance
the number of elements in each data segment. The similar pairs consist of inter-segment similar
pairs and intra-segment similar pairs, where most effort of computing APSS comes from the
computation of finding inter-segment similar pairs. For speeding up the computation, a pilotvector is used to represent each segment for estimating the upper bound of similarity between
each segment pair. Only the segment pairs, whose upper bounds of similarity are larger than the
given similarity threshold, need to generate the inter-segment data pairs as candidates.
Moreover, based on the proposed partitioning method, we designed a MapReduce framework
to solve the APSS problem in parallel. The performance evaluation results show the proposed
method provides better pruning effectiveness on non-similar data pairs than the related works.
Moreover, the proposed partition-based method can properly fit into the MapReduce
programming scheme to effectively reduce the response time of solving the APSS problem.

1.

Introduction

In real-world applications of data mining, a crucial problem is to perform similarity
search, such as collaborative filtering for similarity-based recommendations, near
duplicate document detection, and coalitions of click fraudster identification. Given a
function Sim(x, y) and a similarity threshold t, a similarity search aims to find all
objects in a dataset with a similarity value of at least t compared to a query object.
The All Pair Similarity Search (APSS) problem performs a similarity search for each
object in a dataset to find all similar pairs in the dataset.
A data object in an application is generally numerically represented by a high
dimensional vector, where each dimension is a feature extracted from the object.
Suppose that the dataset consists of n objects and each object has a m dimensional
feature vector. The time complexity of a brute force algorithm for APSS is O(mn2),
which is infeasible in practice. Accordingly, there have been many works studied how
to improve the performance efficiency for solving APSS [1, 2, 3, 5, 9, 12, 14]. In
order to reduce the computation cost of solving APSS, it is necessary to effectively
reduce the search space of the problem. In other words, it requires some pruning
strategies to reduce the number of generated data pairs which need similarity
computation. The cost of a pruning strategy is count into the total cost for solving the
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problem. Therefore, the pruning strategy should be both effective and efficient.
Moreover, to develop a parallelized approach for reducing response time is the recent
direction for solving the issue of huge amount of data [10][11][15].
For solving the All Pair Similarity Search (APSS) problem efficiently, this paper
provides a maximum dimension partitioning approach to effectively filter non-similar
pairs in an early stage. At first, for each data point, the dimension with the maximum
value is used to decide the corresponding segment of data partition. An adjusting
method is designed to balance the number of elements in each data segment. The
similar pairs consist of inter-segment similar pairs and intra-segment similar pairs,
where most effort of computing APSS comes from the computation of finding intersegment similar pairs. For speeding up the computation, a pilot-vector is used to
represent each segment for estimating the upper bound of similarity between each
segment pair. Only the segment pairs, whose upper bounds of similarity are larger
than the given similarity threshold, need to generate the inter-segment data pairs as
candidates. Moreover, the prefix filtering strategy is used to improve the efficiency of
computing similarity of both segment pairs and intra-segment data pairs. Based on the
partitioning method, we designed a MapReduce framework to solve the problem in
parallel. The performance evaluation results show the proposed method provides
better pruning effectiveness on non-similar data pairs than the related works.
Moreover, the proposed partition-based method can properly fit into the MapReduce
programming scheme to effectively reduce the response time of solving the APSS
problem.
This paper is organized as follows. The problem definition and related work are
introduced in Section 2. In Section 3, the details of the proposed partitioning method
and the pruning strategy are introduced. The MapReduce extension is proposed in
Section 4. The performance evaluation on the proposed methods and related works is
reported in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6, we conclude this paper.

2. Preliminaries and Related Work
2.1 Problem Definition
Let D = {d1 , d2 , d3,…, dn} denote a set of data, where each data di is represented by a
m dimensional vector di = <di[1], di[2], di[3],…di[m]>. It is assumed that each vector
is normalized. Accordingly, the similarity score between two data di and dj is
computed by the cosine-similarity function as follows:
m
Sim(di, dj) = ∑ di [ f k ] × d j [ f k ] .
k =1

Given a threshold t, two vectors di and dj form a similar pair if their similarity score is
larger than or equal to the threshold value t, i.e. Sim(di, dj) ≥ t.
The All Pair Similarity Search (APSS) problem is to find all (di, dj) pairs, where di,
dj∈D and Sim(di, dj) ≥ t.
2.2 Related Work
When a dataset consists of high-dimensional data vectors, it is costly to perform
similarity computation for data pairs. Accordingly, many strategies were designed to
approximately estimate the similarity of a pair of data with the assistance of an
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inverted list index on the dataset [2][4][5]. In order to save the computation time,
when the partially computed similarity value of a data pair can decide that the pair is
dissimilar, it is not necessary to compute all dimensions of the feature vectors for
getting the exact similarity of the pair.
An inverted list is a data structure of indexing, for each feature dimension f, which
constructs a linked list to store the object identifiers with a non-zero value on the
dimension. It is the most popular data structure used in document retrieval systems for
finding documents containing a query keyword. The studies in [5] and [6] considered
that it is not necessarily to build a complete inverted index over the vector input. In
[5], for a data object x, its cumulative estimated similarity on features with other
objects is computed. The suffix feature values of x start being indexed only when the
cumulative estimated similarity with other objects has reached the similarity threshold
t. Besides, the prefix filtering principle was proposed to reduce the generated
candidate pool size. Bayardo et. al [5] showed that, by using this method, the indexed
feature values of the object x are enough to identify any object y that is potentially
similar to x during the similarity search. [2] applied the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to
provide l 2-norm filtering. The l 2-norm was used to improve the estimation bound of
similarity between feature vectors for getting a smaller inverted index size and
pruning more candidates of APSS. However, to compute l 2-norm is costly for a highdimensional dataset. [4] extended the prefix-filtering strategy in [5] for solving the
Incremental All Pair Similarity Search (IAPSS) problem, which performs APSS
multiple times over the same dataset by varying the similarity threshold. The
previously mentioned works focused on reducing candidates of APSS, but obtaining
better pruning effect in candidate generation may cause much processing effort.
Accordingly, [12] aimed to decrease the computational cost of candidate generation
by reducing the number of indexed objects. [16] also stated that the length of inverted
index has significant effect on processing efficiency, i.e. prefix filtering does not
always achieve high performance. Therefore, a cost model was proposed to decide the
length of its prefix index for each object.
The key idea of Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) methods is to hash the points
using several hash functions so as to ensure that, for the vectors hashed into one
bucket, the probabilities of similar pairs are much higher than non-similar pairs
[9][13]. Since the Locality-sensitive hashing (LSH) approach groups similar vectors
into one bucket with approximation, it has a trade-off between precision and recall.
Besides, redundant computation occurs when multiple hash functions are used. The
study [4] provided an exact algorithm to perform set-similarity join. The algorithm
first generates signatures for input sets, where all pairs of sets whose signatures have
overlap are candidates to find the similarity set pairs. Its experiments showed that,
when inverted indexing and computation filtering methods are applied, the exact
algorithm performs competitive to LSH.
In recent years, many studies solved the APSS by parallel processing for reducing
the response time, mostly by providing a MapReduce framework [8, 10, 11, 15]. [8]
implemented a basic algorithm for APSS, which consists of two separate MapReduce
jobs: 1) construct the inverted list, 2) compute the similarities of data pairs according
to the inverted list. Furthermore, three variations are provided to prune the nonsimilar pairs early from the computation for reducing its cost. [11] proposed the VSMART-Join framework, which consists of two phases of MapReduce processing:
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the first phase generates the candidate pairs and the second phase computes the
similarity between all candidate pairs according to the constructed inverted index. The
MapReduce framework proposed in [15] introduces a partitioning method where a
data pre-processing phase first selects random points as centroids and the data points
are assigned to the nearest centroid for computing centroid statistics. In the Similarity
computation phase, the original dataset as well as the centroid statistics are read to
construct the independent work sets, i.e. the set pairs for generating candidate pairs.
Besides, an optional repartitioning step is used to enhance the load-balancing of the
partitioning before computing similar pairs from the work sets.
[1] considered that most parallel methods of APSS using an inverted index to
perform computation filtering suffer from excessive I/O and communication overhead
of the intermediate partial results. Accordingly, a partition-based approach was
proposed to solve APSS in parallel. This approach statically groups data vectors into
partitions such that the dissimilar partitions can be revealed in an early stage to avoid
unnecessary data loading and comparison. There are two steps to perform partitioning
in [1]. The first step is to sort the data vectors according to their l 1-norm values in a
non-decreasing order. The ordered list of data vectors is divided evenly into
consecutive groups. In the second step, for the i-th group Gi, its vectors are further
divided into i disjoint subgroups Gi,1;Gi;2; … ;and Gi;i such that the vectors in Gi,j,
where j ≤ i, must be dissimilar with Gk for each k≤j. For each data vector d in Gi,
maxw(d) denote the maximum value in d. Besides, Leader(Gj) denote the vector in Gj
with the maximum l1-norm length. It is induced that Sim(Gj, d) ≤ maxw(d) ×
Leader(Gj). Therefore, maxw(d) × Leader(Gj) is an estimation for the upper bound of
similarity between d and the vectors in Gj. If maxw(d) × Leader(Gj) is less than the
similarity threshold t, it implies that d is dissimilar with all the vectors in Gj such that
d is assigned to Gij. From the generated groups, except for the group pairs whose
vectors are sure dissimilar to each other, the other group pairs need to generate intergroup data pairs as candidates of APSS. The intra-group data pairs generated in each
group are also candidate of APSS. Furthermore, Sim(di, dj) ≤ min(maxw(di) ×||dj||1,
maxw(dj)×||di||1) is used estimate the upper bound of similarity for pruning the
dissimilar data pairs in the candidates. Finally, the remained data pairs need exactly
compute their similarities to find similar pairs. [14] applies ||di||r×||dj||s to estimate the
upper bound of similarity between di and dj to identify more dissimilar vectors.
Besides, the work aimed to solve the problem of load balance for [1] and tried to
reduce the size gap among partitions. The partition-based approach is a good strategy
for pruning non-similar pairs in an early stage. However, the weakness of the PSS
(Partition-based Similarity Search) method in [1] and [14] occurs when applying to
high dimensional vectors. As the dimension of vectors grows, the maximum l1-norm
length of the normalized vectors will grow as well. Accordingly, in most cases, the
estimated upper bound of similarity in [1] is much higher than the exact similarity
value. It causes the effectiveness of pruning dissimilar group pairs not well.
To summarize the above related works, this paper would combine the benefits of 2level pruning strategies for speeding up the processing of APSS. We proposed a new
static data partitioning in data pre-processing to reduce similarity computation of
inter-segment data pairs, which improve the weakness of the PSS method [1]. Our
proposed approach also applied the inverted index to perform dynamic filtering but
requires less communication cost in a MapReduce framework.
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3. A Partition-based approach for Solving APSS
In the maximum partitioning approach, the processing is divided into 4 main tasks
for computation: 1) data partitioning, 2) find intra-segment similar data pairs, 3)
generate candidate segment pairs, 4) prune inter-segment dissimilar data pairs and
find inter-segment similar pairs. The strategies provided for processing each task are
described in the following subsections.
3.1 Partitioning Method
According to the definition of cosine similarity, it is more likely that two vectors are
similar if the maximum values in their vectors are located on the same dimension.
Therefore, in our partitioning strategy, the vectors with the same maximum dimension
are initially assigned to the same segment. There are three steps in the proposed
partitioning method: 1) dimension reordering, 2) maximum-dimension partitioning,
and 3) pilot vector computation.
Step 1: Dimension reordering
For each data dimension fi, the number of data objects in D whose fi has a non-zero
value is counted, which is denoted as non-zero-count(fi). The dimensions of the data
objects in D are re-ordered by their non-zero-count values in descending order.
For example, in the sample dataset shown in Table 1, the non-zero-count values of
dimensions f1, f2, f3, and f4 are 4, 3, 4, and 2, respectively. Therefore, the dimensions
are reordered as f1, f3, f2, and f4.
Step 2: Maximum-dimension partitioning
For each data object di, find its dimension with the maximum value, denoted as
maxf(di). The data objects with the same maxf value are assigned to the same segment.
The partitioning result of the sample dataset D is shown in Table 2.
Step 3: Pilot vector computation
For each segment Si, its pilot vector Si.pilot is defined as follows:
Si.pilot[fj] = max(dk[fj] | ∀dk∈Si) for j = 1,…, m.
According to the partitioning result shown in Table 2, the pilot vectors of the three
segments are shown as Table 3.
The number of the initial generated segments by the maximum-dimension
partitioning method depends on the distribution of data. Accordingly, we provide the
following adjusting methods to control the number of the generated segments.
1) Increase the number of segments:
The segment with the maximum number of data objects, say Si, is selected to be
divided into two segments. The data objects in Si are sorted in decreasing order
according to the l1-norm length of their vectors. Then Si is divided into two segments
with equal size at the middle of the sorted objects. If there is more than one segment
with the maximum number of data objects, let max_1-norm(S) and min_1-norm(S)
denote the maximum l1-norm length and the minimum l1-norm length among the
vectors in such a segment S, respectively. The segment Sj with a larger difference
between max_1-norm(Sj) and min_1-norm(Sj) has a sparser data distribution.
Therefore, in this case, the segment containing vectors with the largest range on their
l1-norm length is selected to be split.
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Table 1: A sample dataset D.
f1
0
0
0.45
0.65
0.6
0.5

d1
d2
d3
d4
d5
d6

f2
0
1
0.9
0
0
0.5

f3
1
0
0
0.76
0.6
0.5

f4
0
0
0
0
0.52
0.5

Table 2: The partitioning result on the sample dataset D.
f1

f3

f2

f4

maxf

l 1-norm

assigned segment

d6
d5

0.5
0.6

0.5
0.6

0.5
0

0.5
0.52

f1
f1

2
1.72

S1
S1

d3
d2

0.45
0

0
0

0.9
1

0
0

f2
f2

1.35
1

S2
S2

d4
d1

0.65
0

0.76
1

0
0

0
0

f3
f3

1.41
1

S3
S3

Table 3: The pilot vectors of the segmentations for the sample dataset D.
f1
0.6
0.45
0.65

S1.pilot
S2.pilot
S3.pilot

f3
0.6
0
1

f2
0.5
1
0

f4
0.52
0
0

Table 4: The postfix-based inverted index of the segment S1.
f1
f3
f2
f4

Postfix-based inverted list
Null
Null
(d6, 0.5)
(d5, 0.52) -> (d6, 0.5)

Performing the above processing one time will increase 1 of the number of segments.
The pilot vectors of the resultant two segments have to be recomputed. However, the
resultant two segments remain their maxf values unchanged, which are the same with
the maxf value of the segment before splitting.
2) Decrease the number of segments
Two segments are selected to be merged into one segment. At first, the smallest
data segment Si is selected. Then another segment, denoted as Sc, should be selected
to be merged with Si. Suppose that Si and Sc are selected to be merged to get the
resultant segment denoted as Smerge. Smerge.pilot will be no less than both Si.pilot and
Sc.pilot on each dimension. A larger value difference on Smerge.pilot with respect to
Si.pilot and Sc.pilot implies that the vectors in Smerge will have wider range of feature
values. It will cause the similarity estimation between segments less effective.
Accordingly, the segment whose pilot vector has the smallest distance with Si.pilot is
a better candidate to merge with Si.
In order to reduce the computation cost when selecting the segment Sc, only the
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data segment, whose size is less than the average size of all segments, are used as
candidates. Besides, the differences between Si.pilot and Sc.pilot on the features
maxf(Si) and maxf(Sc) are used to estimate the dissimilarity of two segments Si and Sc
as follows:
dis_similar(Si, Sc) =
max(|Si.pilot[maxf(Si)]-Sc.pilot[maxf(Si)]|, |Si.pilot[maxf(Sc)]-Sc.pilot[maxf(Sc)|).
Accordingly, the candidate segment has the least dissimilarity with Si is selected to be
merged with Si to get a new segment Smerge.
The pilot vector of the resultant segment Smerge is updated as follows:
Smerge.pilot[fk]= max(Si.pilot[fk], Sc.pilot[fk]) for k = 1,…, m.
Performing the above processing one time will decrease 1 of the number of segments.
We call the above partitioning method the max-d partitioning (MD) method. In
order to prevent generating unbalanced sizes of segments, we proposed an alternative
method to set an upper bound constraint on the segments for the MD method, which
is called the max-d partitioning with balance constraint (BMD). We will compare the
performance of the partitioning method in the experiments.
3.2 Find Intra-segment Similar Pairs
For each data segment Si, we have to find all the intra-segment similar pairs in Si. In
order to dynamically reduce the cost of similarity computation, an inverted list index
is constructed for the data objects in each segment and the prefix filtering strategy [5]
is applied.
In our implementation, the boundary of constructing the inverted list for the postfix
vector of a data dj is determined according to the maximum similarity estimated
between dj and Si.pilot. For example, the segment S1 in the sample dataset has S1.pilot
= <0.6, 0.6, 0.5, 0.3>. The data d5 in S1 has feature vector = <0.6, 0.6, 0, 0.52>. Let
the similarity threshold t set to be 0.8. The partial inner product results between d5 and
S1.pilot on the first 3 dimensions, i.e. 0.72, is less than t and on the 4 dimensions is
larger than t. Therefore, the prefix vector of d5 consists of its first 3 dimensions: <0.6,
0.6, 0> and the postfix vector of d5 consists of the last dimension: <0.3>. Accordingly,
the constructed postfix-based inverted index of the segment S1 is shown in Table 4.
Due to space limit, please refer [5] about the detailed constructing process of
inverted list and the prefix filtering strategy. From the sample dataset, the discovered
intra-segment similar pairs are (d5, d6) and (d2, d3).
3.3 Dissimilar segment pairs pruning strategy
A dissimilar segment pair (Si, Sj) means that for each data d in segment Si and each
data d’ in segment Sj, Sim(d, d’) < t. To discover dissimilar segment pairs in early
stage can eliminate the similarity computations on the data pairs across the dissimilar
segment pairs. Therefore, we estimate the upper bound of similarity between two
segments to prune some dissimilar segment pairs.
For each data segments S and S’, the similarity between S.pilot and S’.pilot is
computed. According to the definition of the pilot vector of a segment, for each d in S
and each d’ in S’, Sim(d, d’) ≤ Sim(S.pilot, d’) ≤ Sim(S.pilot, S’.pilot). Therefore, if
Sim(S.pilot, S’.pilot) < t, it implies Sim(d, d’) < t for each d in S and each d’ in S’.
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Accordingly, (S, S’) is a dissimilar segment pair and is removed from the candidate
segment pairs.
For example, according to the partitioning result shown in Table 2 and the pilot
vectors of the 3 segments shown in Table 3, the upper bounds of the similarity of the
segment pairs are computed as follows:
Sim(S1.pilot, S2.pilot) = 0.6 * 0.45 + 0.5 * 1 = 0.77
Sim(S1.pilot, S3.pilot) = 0.6 * 0.65 + 0.6 * 1 = 0.99
Sim(S2.pilot, S3.pilot) = 0.45 * 0.65 = 0.2925
Suppose that the similarity threshold t = 0.8, (S1, S2) and (S2, S3) are discovered to
be dissimilar segment pairs and pruned. Only the segment pair (S1, S3) is remained as
a candidate segment pair to generate inter-segment data pairs.
To speed up the computation, we also construct an inverted list index for the pilot
vectors of segments. The strategy described in 3.2 is used to find similar pilot vector
pairs such that the corresponding segment pairs are candidate segment pairs.
3.4 Inter-segment data pairs pruning strategy
Let (Sk, Sl) denote a segment pair where Sim(Sk.pilot, Sl.pilot) ≥ t, such that the
segment pair is remained after performing the pruning strategy introduced in the
previous subsection. It is possible to find a data object d ∈ Sk and a data object d’ ∈ Sl
such that (d, d’) is a similar pair. To prevent from performing similarity computations
for all inter-segment data pairs between Sk and Sl, an efficient pruning strategy is
proposed to prune part of the dissimilar objects pairs as follows.
Let max_v(Sk) denote the maximum feature value contained in the data vectors in
segment Sk.max_v(Sk) is obtained by computing {v | ∃ i (m≥i≥1), v=Sk.pilot[fi] ∧ ∀
m≥j≥1 ∧ j≠ i, v≥Sk.pilot[fj] }. For a data object dx in Sl, if ||dx||1 < t/max_v(Sk), it implies
that Sim(dx, dy) < t for all dy in Sk. Therefore, when generating inter-segment data pairs
between Sk and Sl, it is not necessary to generate data pair consisting dx.
For example, after performing the pruning strategy described in section 3.3 on the
sample dataset, the inter-segment data pairs are generated between segments S1 and
S3. From Table 3, we obtain max_v(S1) = 0.6 and max_v(S3) =1. Accordingly, any data
object in S3 with l1-norm length less than 0.8/0.6 = 1.3 is dissimilar with all data
objects in S1. It implies that the data object d1 can be pruned. Only the data pairs (d4,
d6) and (d4, d5) are generated for further computing the similarities. Finally, the
discoverer inter-segment similar pair is (d4, d5).

4. A MapReduce Framework for Solving APSS
In this section, we will introduce the proposed MapReduce framework for
performing the 4 tasks of the maximum-dimension partitioning approach. At first, the
partitioning is performed centralized. After that, the other three tasks can be
performed in parallel as described in the following three sub-sections.
4.1 Parallel Processing for Finding Intra-segment Similar Pairs
For each segment, the task of finding the intra-segment similar pairs is performed
independently by 2 stages of MapReduce tasks. The first stage is to construct the
inverted list index for the data objects in the segment, and the second stage is to
perform similarity computation for the intra-segment data pairs.
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1) Index construction
<Mapper>:
Input: the set of data objects in the database, where each object has its object id di, the
assigned segment id Sk, and the list of non-zero feature and value on its vector.
The mappers output the <key: value> pair for each non-zero feature fj on a vector of
object di. The feature id fj is the key. Besides, the feature value, object id di, and the
segment id Sk are combined to be the value.
For example, the object d3 is assigned to segment S2, which has non-zero features
f1=0.45 and f2=0.9. Two <key: value> pairs are generated: <f1: (0.45, d3, S2)> and <(f2:
(0.9, d3, S2)>.
<Reducer>:
The reducers combine the <key: value> pairs with the same key value fi to generate
the inverted list of the feature fi.
By collecting the results of the reducers, the inverted list of the dataset in a segment
is constructed.
2) Find intra-segment similar pairs
<Mapper>:
Input: the inverted list of each feature.
Let the inverted list of a feature fi be denoted as <(di1, di1.fi, di1.seg_id), (di2, di2.fi,
di2.seg_id), …, (dim, dim.fi, dim.seg_id)>. For each dik and dil in the inverted list, if
dik.seg_id is equal to dil.seg_id, a key value pair: <(dik,dil): dik.fi×dil.fi> is generated.
<Reducer>:
The reducers combine the <key: value> pairs with the same key value (dik,dil) to
compute the sum of the dik.fi×dil.fi on various feature to get Sim(dik, dil). If Sim(dik, dil)
≥ t, (dik, dil) is output as a similar pair with its similarity value.
The similar pairs with similarity value no less than t are intra-segment similar pairs.
4.2 Parallel Processing for Pruning Dissimilar Segment Pairs
This task is to generate the candidate segment pairs (Si, Sj) which are possible to
find inter-segment similar pairs. The MapReduce processing described in 4.1 is used
to find the candidate segment pairs, where the pilot vector of each segment is
considered a data object. Besides, all their corresponding segment ids are set to be the
same.
4.3 Parallel processing for Finding Inter-segment Similar Pairs
After finding the candidate segment pairs (Si, Sj) which are possible to find intersegment similar pairs, the strategy introduced in 3.4 is used to prune some intersegment dissimilar object pairs centralized. Then the following MapReduce approach
is used to find the inter-segment similar pairs.
<Mapper>:
Input: the candidate object pairs (di, dj) and the individual non-zero feature values of
the two objects. <fi1=di.fi1, fi2=di.fi2, …, fin=di.fin, fj1=dj.fj1, fj2=dj.fj2, …, fjn=dj.fjm>.
Output: Generate the key value pairs <(di, dj, fik): di.fik> for k=1…n, and <(di, dj, fjk):
dj.fjk> for k=1…m.
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< Combiner >:
The key value pairs <(di, dj, f): di.f> with the same key value are collected, which
gets the feature value for both objects in the data pair (di, dj). Accordingly, the values
of the same key value are multiplied if both di and dj have non-zero values on f. In
addition, the key value pair <(di, dj): di.f× dj.f > is output.
<Reducer>:
The key value pairs <(di, dj): di.f×dj.f > with the same (di, dj) pair are collected.
Therefore, the summation of the multiplication result on various feature values is
computed to get Sim(di, dj). If Sim(dik, dil) ≥ t, (dik, dil) is output as a similar pair with
its similarity value.
The similar pairs with similarity value no less than t are inter-segment similar pairs.

5. Performance Study
5.1 Experimental environment
The dataset used in the experiments is a real dataset, which consists of the collected
documents posted in Yahoo! Answer. The vector of each document is represented by
the TF-IDF of the bag of words in the document.
We performed the experiments on the following two types of hardware:
1) A client running Windows7 on 2 cores (2.4GHz), 4 GB RAM.
2) The Hadoop parallelized environment consists of 1 master and 2 slave nodes,
where each node running Ubuntu Linux on 2 core (3.4GHz) and 16G memory.
In addition to our approach, the following related works are also implemented for
comparison.
(1) Prefix-filtering approach (PF): an inverted-list index structure is constructed for
prefix-filtering when computing similarity as the strategy used in [2].
(2) The PSS algorithm (PSS): a partition-based method proposed in [1], where the
initial partitioning is based on the descending order of the l1-norm length of data.
The proposed approach and related works are implemented by Java language.
5.2 Performance Evaluation on the Partitioning Methods
In the first part of experiments, we would like to compare the pruning effectiveness of
the partitioning methods. The following three partitioning methods are compared:
1) the maximum dimension partitioning method (MD),
2) the maximum dimension partitioning method with balance constraint (BMD), and
3) the l1-norm length partitioning (1N) method, where even size partitioning is
performed based on the descending order of the l1-norm length of data. This
method is the initial partitioning result of the PSS algorithm [1].
In this part of experiments, a set consisting of 7800 data vectors, where each vector
has 11800 dimensional features, was used. In the dataset, there are 299 similarity
pairs when the similarity threshold t is set to be 0.8.
[Exp. 1-1] Compare the percentage of similar data pairs discovered from intrasegment data pairs.
The goal of this experiment is to observe the effectiveness that the partitioning
methods can group similar pairs in the same segment. Therefore, the percentages of
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similar pairs discovered from intra-segment data pairs are computed for the MD,
BMD, and 1N methods, respectively. According to the results shown in Fig. 1(a), by
using the MD method, about 2/3 similar pairs can be discovered from the intrasegment data pairs when the number of segments is set from 2000 to 3000. It
indicates that the MD method can effectively group most similar pairs within
segments. Besides, the BMD method keeps more similar pairs within the same
segments than the 1N method.
[Exp. 1-2] Compare the percentage of pruned dissimilar segment pairs among all
segment pairs.
The goal of this experiment is to observe the effectiveness that the partitioning
methods combined with the pruning strategy by computing similarity of pilot vectors
to prune dissimilar segment pairs. According to the number of the remained candidate
segment pairs, we can compute the percentage of pruned segment pairs among all
possible segment pairs as shown in Fig. 1(b). It shows that the BMD method can
prune 99.7% segment pairs, which is better than both the MD and 1N methods when
the number of segments is less than 3200. It indicates that fewer inter-segment data
pairs are generated by using the BMD method.
The pruning effect of the MD method is not as good as the other twos is because
that the MD method may generate some large segments whose pilot vectors tend to
similar with the pilot vectors of other segments.
[Exp. 1-3] Compare the percentage of pruned data pairs by the partitioning methods
combined with the pruning strategies.
In this experiment, in addition to the MD, BMD, and 1N method, we also observe
the pruning effectiveness of the PSS method [1]. As the result shown in Fig 1(c), the
pruning effectiveness of the MD, BMD, and 1N are consistent with the results shown
in Fig. 1(b) because most data pairs are generated from the inter-segment data pairs. It
shows the pruning effectiveness of using pilot vector is much better than the strategy
proposed in PSS for high dimensional data.
In the second part of experiments, we compared the response time for the proposed
methods and the related works.
[Exp. 2-1] Compare the response time of algorithms in the centralized environment by
varying the number of segments.
At first, we compare the response time of the three different partitioning methods:
MD, SMD, and 1N. As shown in Fig. 1(d), the response time of the MD method is
longer than SMD and 1N methods when the number of segments is 2000~3200. The
reason is that, as the result shown in Exp. 1-2, the pruning effect of MD is not as good
as SMD or 1N when the sizes of segments are not balanced. The response time of
SMD method is slightly shorter than 1N because SMD has better pruning
effectiveness on data pairs. Besides, the 1N method has additional cost to perform
sorting on l1-norm lengths of data before partitioning. On the other hand, the response
time of PSS is much high than SMD because the pruning strategy of PSS didn’t work
well for high dimensional dataset.
In this experiment, IL has a slightly faster.response time than SMD. It indicates that
computing similarity pairs by using the dynamic pruning strategy of inverted list is
efficient in a centralized environment. However, in the following experiments, we
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will show the benefit of the proposed SMD on larger datasets in a parallel
environment.
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Fig. 1: The results of experiments
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[Exp. 2-2] Compare the response time of SMD and IL in the parallelized environment
by varying the number of data.
We implemented the MapReduce version for SMD and IL. Another dataset consisting
of 49885 data with 30000 dimensions is used. The threshold of similarity is set to be
0.8, where 5047 similar data pairs exist in the dataset.
As the result shown in Fig. 1(e), the response time of BMD grows linearly. However,
the growing trend of the response time of IL increases as the size of dataset increases.
Therefore, the response time of SMD is about half of the one of IL. The SMD can
save much more response time than IL when the size of dataset increases.
Fig. 1(f) shows the size of file storing the <key, value> pairs generated by the
Mappers for SMD and IL, respectively. It indicates that the response time of the
MapReduce algorithms has strong dependence with the number of the <key, value>
pairs generated by the Mappers. As the results shown in the first part of experiments,
the SMD method can effectively prune many dissimilar segment pairs to prevent
generating the inter-segment data pairs between these segment pairs. Accordingly, in
the MapReduce version of SMD, the number of <key, value> pairs generated by the
Mapper is much less than the one of IL. It causes less I/O and communication cost
among the processors. That is an important effect influencing the response time in the
parallel environment.

6. Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, for solving APSS in parallel, we proposed a new partitioning
approach based on the maximum dimension of data vectors. Moreover, a pilot-vector
is designed to represent each segment for estimating the upper bound of similarity
between each segment pair. The proposed pruning strategy on segment pairs
effectively reduces the number of candidate data pairs in an early stage. Besides, the
prefix filtering strategy is used to improve the efficiency of computing similarity of
both segment pairs and intra-segment data pairs. The results of experiment show the
proposed BMD approach improves the weakness of the PSS method performed on
high dimensional data sets. Moreover, we implemented a MapReduce framework for
the proposed partitioning method. It reveals the benefit of candidate pruning achieved
by BMD to effectively reduce the response time. Furthermore, Instead of using a
global inverted index to perform computation filtering, this approach prevents the
problem of excessive I/O and communication overhead of the intermediate partial
results.in a MapReduce framework.
The proposed partitioning method can combine with a load assignment policy to
achieve further load balance in a parallel environment. Another future work is to
extend the proposed partitioning method to support incremental all pairs similarity
search efficiently.
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